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Abstract 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a mathematical technique for multi-criteria 

decision-making. Complex problems or issues involving value or subjective judgments are 

suitable applications of the AHP approach. ‘Factors considered for the selection of 

Undergraduate Engineering Institution by the students’, is the research topic of interest.  It 

involves a number of qualitative judgments based on multi-criteria at multi-levels and can be 

addressed using AHP. Students’ opinions are collected in AHP using pair wise comparisons. 

As the number of alternatives increases, the number of comparisons increases enormously. 

Hence the selection of a proper measuring instrument that will reduce the data collection  
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efforts without loss of reliability of measurement is very important. Four sets of 

questionnaires have been developed for collecting the expert opinions. A pilot study 

(questionnaire administration) has been conducted among sixty first year students four types 

of engineering institutions and their responses were analyzed for consistency. Later on their 

opinions are collected about the four sets of questionnaires based on three criteria – easiness, 

unambiguity and eliciting of intended responses. AHP technique is used to prioritize the 

opinions and finally in the selection of the measuring instrument. The paper discusses the 

AHP technique, research problem, and the AHP method used for the final selection of the 

measuring instrument. 

 
Keywords: criteria, questionnaire, alternatives, decision making  

 

 

1. Introduction 

In developing countries such as India, after liberalization, mushroom growth of engineering 

colleges has lead to the confusion of stakeholders such as students and parents in making 

their decision about the choice of college after their higher secondary education.  Hence, this 

decision making process is complex one.  These stakeholders face decision making with 

qualitative and intangible factors. Social back ground, economic background, Values, beliefs 

and perceptions are the force behind this decision making activities.  Decision making 

process relies on the information of activities.  Information may vary from scientifically 

derived hard data to subjective interpretations with certainty about decision outcomes to 

uncertain outcomes. More over the decision depends on multiple criteria and might not be 

straight forward one.  The key problem in this situation is to elicit systematic judgments 

from unstructured information.  Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a powerful tool for 

this purpose (B Liu & S Xu, 1987). In real applications, conventional AHP (Saaty 1980) still 

cannot reflect the human thinking style as precise data concerning human attributes are quite 

hard to be extracted.  Fuzzy logic offers a systematic base in dealing with situations, which 

are ambiguous or not well defined (C. Kahraman, U. Cebeci, R.Da 2004).  In this paper it is 

aimed to compare the classical AHP and Fuzzy AHP data set which is based on linguistic or 

qualitative evaluations of decision maker, to show the differences between these two 

approaches, comparison is carried out on the same hierarchy structure and criteria sets.  
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2. Classical AHP 

AHP is a mathematical technique used for multi-criteria decision-making. In a way it is better 

than other multi-criteria techniques, as it was designed to incorporate tangible as well as 

non-tangible factors especially where the subjective judgments of different individuals 

constitute an important part of decision making (Saaty, 1980).  

AHP uses a five-step process to solve decision problems. They are 

• Create a decision hierarchy by breaking down the problem into a hierarchy of decision 

elements. 

• Collect input by a pair wise comparison of decision elements. 

• Determine whether the input data satisfies a consistency test. If it does not, go back to 

previous step and redo the pair wise comparisons. 

• Calculate the relative weights of the decision elements. 

• Aggregate the relative weights to obtain scores and hence rankings for the decision 

alternatives. 

3. Fuzzy AHP 

It has been widely recognized that most decisions made in the real world take place in an 

environment in which the goals constraints, because of their complexity are not known 

precisely.  These problems cannot be exactly defined.  Hence, these situations require 

precisely represented crisp values (R.E. Bellman, L.A. Zadeh 1960).  To deal with the kind 

of qualitative, imprecise information or even ill structured decision problems, fuzzy set 

theory is suggested by (R.E. Bellman, L.A. Zadeh 1960) as modeling tool for complex 

systems that can be controlled by humans but are hard to define exactly.  In most of the real 

world problems, some of the decision data can be precisely assessed while others cannot.  

The fuzzy AHP technique can be viewed as an advanced analytical method developed from 

the traditional AHP.  Despite the convenience of AHP in handling qualitative and 

quantitative criteria of multi-criteria decision making problems based on decision maker’s 

judgments, fuzziness and vagueness existing in many decision making problems may  
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contribute to the imprecise judgments of decision makers in conventional AHP process (D. 

Bouyssou,T et.al 2000).  So many researchers ( D.Y. Chang 1996; P.J.M  Van Larrhovon 

and  W. Pedrycz 1983 and C.G.E. Boender et.al 1989) who have studied fuzzy AHP have 

provided the evidence that fuzzy AHP shows relatively more sufficient description of these 

kind of decision making.  There are many fuzzy AHP methods proposed by various authors.  

The earliest work in fuzzy AHP appeared in (P.J.M  Van Larrhovon and  W. Pedrycz 

1983), which compared fuzzy ratios described by triangular membership functions.  With 

the use of triangular membership functions for pair-wise comparison scale of fuzzy AHP, and 

the use of extent analysis method for synthetic extent value of the pair wise comparisons is 

considered to be a new approach for handling AHP ( D.Y. Chang 1996).  In this paper 

Chang’s extent analysis method has been used for evaluating measuring instrument used in 

technical institution choice decision of students in Tamil Nadu, India.            

 

4. Algorithm of Fuzzy AHP (Chang’s Extent Analysis) 

Chang’s extent analysis (D.Y. Chang 1992) on fuzzy AHP depends on the degree of 

possibilities of each criterion.  According to the responses on the question form, the 

corresponding triangular fuzzy values for the linguistic variables are placed and for a 

particular level of hierarchy, the pair wise comparison matrix is constructed.  Geometric 

mean values are calculated for each row of the matrix and new (l, m, u) set is defined, then in 

order to find the overall triangular fuzzy values for each criterion, l / ∑li, m / ∑mi, u / ∑ui 

( i=1,2,…..,n) values are found and used as the latest Mi (li, mi, ui ) set for the criterion Mi, in 

the rest of the process.  In the next step, membership functions are constructed for the each 

criterion and intersections are determined by comparing each couple.  In fuzzy logic 

approach, for each comparison the intersection point is found, and then the membership 

values of the point correspond to the weight of that point.  This membership value can also 

be defined as the degree of possibility of the value.  For a particular criterion, the value is 

greater than others, is also the weight of this criterion before normalization.  After obtaining 

the weights for each criterion, they are normalized and called the final importance degrees or 

weights for the hierarchy level.  To apply the process depending on this hierarchy, according  
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to the method of Extent analysis, each criterion is taken and extent analysis for each criterion, 

gi ; is performed on, respectively.  Therefore, m extent analysis values for each criterion can 

be obtained by using following notation (2), (11). 

M
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gi,  ………….., M
m

gi,  where gi is the goal set 

(i=1,2,3,….,n) and all the M
j
 gi (j=1,2,3,…..,m) are triangular fuzzy numbers(TFNs).  The 

steps of Chang’s analysis can be given as in the following. 

Step 1: The fuzzy synthetic extent value (S) with respect to the ith criterion as follows : 
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 where l is the lower limit value and m is the most promising value and u is the upper limit 

value to obtain (4) 
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And then compute the inverse vector in (5) . (6) is then obtained such that : 
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Step 2: The degree of possibility of M2 = (l2,m2,u2) ≥ M1= (l1,m1,u1) is defined as equation (7) 
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and x and y are the values on the axis of membership function of each criterion. This 

expression can be equivalently written as given in equation 8 below: 
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Where d is the highest intersection point ( ( )21 MM andµµ  (K. J. Zhu, D. Y. Jing 1999)  

(see Fig. 1) 

To compare M1 and M2 we need the values of V(M2≥M1) and V(M1≥M2) 

 

Step 3: The degree possibility for a convex fuzzy number to be greater than k convex fuzzy 

numbers Mi (i = 1,2,3,4,5,…….,k) can be defined by 

V (M≥M1,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6,……,Mk) = V [(M≥M1) and (M≥M2)and (M≥M3) and (M≥M4) 

and ….. and (M ≥ Mk) = (M ≥ Mi), i = 1,2,3,….,k 

Assume that equation (9)  is   d(Aj) = min V(Si ≥ Sk)     (9) 

For k = 1,2,3,4,……n; k ≠ i Then the weight vector is given by equation (10): 

W1 =(d(A1), d(A2), d(A3),…….,d(An))
T
      (10) 

Where Ai (i=1,2,3,…..,n) are n elements. 

Step 4: via normalization, the normalized weight vectors are given in (11): 

W =(d(A1), d(A2), d(A3),…….,d(An))
T
     (11) 
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Fig.1 Intersection between M1 and M2 
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Where W is non fuzzy numbers. 

After the criteria have been determined as given in Fig.1, question forms have been prepared 

to determine the importance levels of these criteria.  To evaluate the attributes respondents 

only select related linguistic variable, then for calculations they are converted 

 into the following scale including triangular fuzzy numbers & generalized for such analysis 

as given in table.1. 

 

TABLE.1 

TRIANGULAR FUZZY SCALES BY TOLGA & CHANG 

TFN Values[12] Triangular fuzzy scale and Fuzzy reciprocal scale [6] 

Absolute (7/2,4,9/2) Just equal (1,1,1) (1,1,1) 

Very Strong(5/2,3,7/2) Equally important (1/2,1,3/2) (2/3,1,2) 

Fairly Strong(3/2,1,3/2) Weakly important((1,3/2,2) (1/2,2/3,1) 

Weak(2/3,1,3/2) Strongly more important(3/2,2,5/2)(2/5,1/2,2/3) 

Equal(1,1,1) Very strongly more important (2,5/2,3)(1/3,2/5,1/2) 

 Absolutely more important(5/2,3,7/2)(2/7,1/3,2/5) 

 

5. Research problem 

Unprecedented growth in engineering education institutes in India in the last decades of 

twentieth century led to complex issues. In twenty first century, it was estimated that supply 

surpassed the demand and the engineering graduates produced by the institutes were mostly 

unemployable.  The main issue of this problem was that of maintaining the quality of 

education provided by these institutes. Many reasons are pointed out as the cause of this 

situation. A study has been conducted to find out the quality attributes expected by students 

to select technical institution to purse the under graduate engineering course.  

Several researchers in educational field have been using AHP as a decision making tool. 

Applications of AHP published (Rao RV & Singh D, 2002; Reddy KB et al, 2004) are in the  
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field of performance evaluation of technical education institutions.  Since faculty members 

are the asset of institution, selection faculty members for higher education institutions involve 

consideration of more qualitative criteria and that can be done better with AHP (John R 

Grandzol 2005).  Fuzzy AHP was developed to tolerate vagueness and uncertainty of human 

judgement in the evaluation best technical institutions (Debmallya Chatterjee and Dr Bani 

Mukherjee 2010).  It was claimed that AHP can be used to evaluate the performance of 

faculty members since they are the assets of educational institutions (Dipendra Nath Ghosh 

2011). 

 Most of these papers from the educational field are theoretical works and based on 

institutional quality assessment as a part of research work. The present work is framed to 

collect primary data from the first year engineering students and use this information to find 

their prioritization about the quality issues considered by them for the selection of 

undergraduate engineering institutions. This will be used by the next generation to get 

guidance to formulate the choice of HEI to pursue their technical education after their higher 

secondary education. Hence design of a proper questionnaire for data collection is very 

important for this purpose. This paper discusses the process of decision-making adopted for 

the selection of the best questionnaire from a number of alternatives. 

Objective 

To develop the best questionnaire for data collection for the pair wise comparison of ‘AHP 

method of prioritizing the quality issues of undergraduate engineering institutions considered 

by the students in the institute selection process.  

 

6. Methodology 

Four types of questionnaires were developed for collecting the pair wise comparison of 

‘quality issues of engineering institutions’. Three criteria were considered while designing the 

questionnaire. They are easy to understand, un-ambiguity and eliciting correct responses. The 

structures of the questionnaires with sample questions are given in the appendix. AHP is 

selected as the method of decision process and the questionnaires were evaluated as shown in 

fig.2 
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Fig.2 AHP Chart for Questionnaire Selection 

 

After structuring the hierarchy of listed attributes that are vital for questionnaire selection, 

opinion of the experts has been obtained on the following issues: 

a) Comparative effects of various attributes on measuring instrument’s quality viz. easiness 

and un-ambiguity and ability to elicit intended response. 

b) Comparative contribution of attributes to each questionnaire as identified in the figure 

given below. 

The question form developed for this study includes all questions for each level of hierarchy, 

i.e. the sample questions with respect to the overall goal “selecting the best questionnaire for 

the institutional choice decision making” are given as follows: 

Q-1: How important is “Easy to understand” (Attribute A) when it is compared with 

“unambiguous” (Attribute B)  for questionnaire 1? 

Q-2: How important is “Easy to understand” when it is compared with “Eliciting intended 

response” (Attribute C) for questionnaire 1? 

The qualitative opinion is obtained from the experts in a specified format. 

Table.2 Pair wise comparison of attributes 

Attribute A (Easy to understand)           Attribute B (unambiguous) 

Questionnaire ES VS S MS EQ MS S VS ES 

Q I   √       

Q II  √        

Q III  √        

Q IV  √        

Questionnaire 

I 

Final Questionnaire For Data Collection 

Unambiguous 
Easy to Understand Eliciting Intended Response 

Questionnaire 

II 

 

Questionnaire 

III 
 

Questionnaire 

IV 
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From the fuzzy numbers in Table 1, following calculations are performed to reach the 

importance values of the first level. 

 The values of the fuzzy synthetic extents with respect to the main attributes are 

calculated as below.  Here Se defines the fuzzy synthetic extent values for Easiness. 

SE = ((1+3/2+1/3) ; (1+2+2/5) ; (1+5/2+1/2)) X (1/(1/2+2/3+1+5/2+1+5/2+1+2/3+3)  ; 

1/(1+1/2+5/2+2+1+2+2/5+1/2+1) ; 1/(1/3+2/5+1+3/2+1+3/2+1+2/5+2) 

i.e. SE = (3.4 ; 3.4 ; 4) X ( 1/13 ; 1/11 ; 1/9 ) 

SU = (2 ; 2 ; 2) X ( 1/13 ; 1/11 ; 1/9 ) 

          SC = ( 6.5 ; 5.5 ; 4.5 ) X ( 1/13 ; 1/11 ; 1/9 ) 

       SE = (0.221; 0.312; 0.438)  

       SU = (0.161; 0.184; 0.226) 

          SC = ( 0.507 ; 0.505 ; 0.493 ) 

Using these vectors, the degree of possibility is calculated as: 

V (SE ≥ SU) =1 

V (SE ≥ SC) = 0.586 

V (SU ≥ SE) = 0.025 

V (SU ≥ SC) = 0 

V (SC ≥ SE) = 1 

V (SC ≥ SU) = 1 

From these values the minimum degree of possibility is calculated as  

Min {V(SE ≥ SU); V(SE ≥ SC)}= 0.586 

Min {V(SU ≥ SE); V(SU ≥ SC)}= 0 

Min {V(SC ≥ SE); V(SC ≥ SU)}= 1 

Thus the weight vectors can be generated as  : 

WQ1 = (0.586 : 0 ; 1)
T
 

Via normalization, the importance weights of the main attributes for questionnaire 1 

are calculated as follows : 

WQ1 = (0.37 : 0 ; 0.63)
T 

This means according the respondents the main criteria for Q1 is ability to get correct  
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response followed by easiness and it considered to be ambiguous.  

Similarly WQ2, WQ3 and WQ4 were found out and they are 

WQ2 = (1; 0; 0)
T
 

WQ3 = (0.5; 0; 0.5)
T
 

WQ4 = ( 0.351 ; 0.450 ; 0.199)
T
 

This means that the respondents found that easiness as main criterion for Q2 , easiness 

and ability to collect correct response are the main criteria with equal weight and ignored 

un-ambiguity for Q3 and all the criteria were considered for Q4 with weights 0.351,0.45 and 

0.199 for easiness, unambiguity and ability to collect intended response. 

 

7. Results and Analysis 

The priority vector indicates that Questionnaires 4 was good for data collection because 

students felt all the three criteria in the questionnaire. Questionnaire  2 is not acceptable to 

the students since more importance is given to easiness.  Questionnaire  3 is acceptable to 

the students since equal importance is given to easiness and the ability to collect intended 

response.  The Questionnaire one is also acceptable since students found importance for 

easiness and ability to collect intended response with less and high weights respectively with 

no consideration to clarity. It is clear from the rankings that a detailed and simple 

questionnaire is preferred to a compact and less time consuming method. Second 

questionnaire is very compact but a novice user who is unaware of matrix structures will find 

it very difficult to fill it up. Based on the weights of all criteria given by students and through 

the discussions with them, it is decided to use fourth questionnaire.   

 

8. Conclusions and Directions for Future research 

As the nature of the human being, linguistic values can change from person to person. In 

these circumstances, taking the fuzziness into account will provide less risky decisions.  

This study proposes a fuzzy AHP framework using Chang's extent analysis method to 

prioritize the questionnaire characteristics measurement measure through the selected 

attributes and then assess the Questionnaires based on the weights obtained for each criterion.  
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Other than AHP, other fuzzy multi-attribute approaches such as fuzzy TOPSIS and fuzzy 

outranking methods can be used for this purpose. 
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